
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our January 24, 2012 analysis of the gold market (Technical Trends in Perspective, Gold – Early 
2012 Strength a Flash in the Pan?) began with a discussion of various technical factors that 
suggested silver prices had made a significant peak in 2011 – implying a similar price high for 
gold in September 2011 and a potentially defensive trading environment.  Nevertheless, our 
report concluded with a list of gold-positive technical factors and our judgment was that the 
market had higher price potential unless an explicit support zone at $1644 – 1633 was violated. 
 
The time perspective that we employ for our various analyses usually results in them having a 
shelf life.  We rarely find reason to feature a follow-up analysis within a short time frame.  
However, our previous reservations about silver’s technical behavior in 2011 continue to nag at 
us.  Furthermore, in reviewing our concluding January gold remarks we think that more attention 
is needed with regard to our comment about gold’s 2009 – 2011 up channel, particularly the 
observation that, “the August – September 2011 upside excursion….appears to have been an 
aberration.”   Therefore, we want to make an effort at this time to elaborate on the latter and 
thereby provide an unplanned interim update to our January analysis. 
 
Is the Gold Market in Trouble? 
 
Financial markets, particularly commodities, spend a great deal of their time in equilibrium: prices 
are bounded by lower and upper extremes that define, respectively, support and resistance.  
Historically, in many commodities those extremes define broad horizontal price ranges and we 
may think of them as illustrating static equilibrium conditions.  However, even within a 
commodity's historical price extremes, intermediate-term price advances and declines often 
exhibit equilibrium characteristics, albeit not horizontal. In those instances, while a price trend 
may be either rising or falling its component price swings are unable to go beyond certain 
extremes before reversing direction. 
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The latter condition describes a price channel.  This discussion deals with upsloping channels 
and price behavior that typically occurs when the channel’s equilibrium forces finally break down. 
 
We think of a price channel as a “dynamic” equilibrium that consists of a dominant uptrend line 
(labeled A – B  on the exhibit chart above) and a parallel rebound line (labeled A' – B' ).  Also 
shown but not a part of this discussion is a mid-channel equilibrium line that bisects the channel 
(dashed green line).  The trend line denotes underlying support occurring at progressively higher 
levels that defines the direction of the price trend.  The rebound line denotes overhead resistance 
that contains price thrusts away from the trend line. 
 
We may generalize and say that most of the time upsloping channels probably end when prices 
ultimately lose their upward momentum and drift sideways across the channel to the uptrend line.   
A trendline break then precipitates a reversal in the underlying trend direction.   Less frequently 
but more importantly technically is when uptrend development reaches an acceleration point:  
prices exit the channel through its top (rebound) line.   When that happens, the market is either at 
the start of a rare sustained running phase or it's in the final markup phase that terminates the 
trend. 
 
Below are two examples, one from the distant past and one recent, of up channel markets that 
experienced relatively short-lived upside exit moves.  In both instances the prevailing trend was 
reversed.  We will discuss their common characteristics and follow with a third channel example 
that we are watching for similarity.  

 
 
Immediately above is a weekly continuation chart of the CME live hogs market in the early 1970s.  
The up channel shown features an uptrend line start point at A and a rebound line start point at 
A'.  We drew a second, internal rebound line since our experience with up channels is that their 
high points often fall within a zone that is parallel to the underlying uptrend line instead of on an 
explicit line.  However, that's just our practice and one need not follow it when constructing 
potential channels.  Subsequent lows at B, B1 and B2 reinforced uptrend development and then 
the channel construction was confirmed when price strength failed at point B'.  The following low 
at C demonstrated channel validity.  
 



Our next chart, immediately below is a daily chart of the CME Swiss franc during 2011.  Channel 
development began in February at point A and the rebound line started at A'.  That channel, 
lacking the series of interim lows that occurred in the live hogs chart, is more straightforward in its 
early stages:  prices went directly from their point B low to their point B' high.  Price action from 
point C then turns more complex an interim high point at C1' before the concluding high at point 
C'.   In this instance we again exercised some artistic license when drawing the two parallel 
rebound lines that define the channel's top zone. 

 
 
Both charts above show markets that eventually exceeded the tops of their respective channels.  
In doing so, both markets exhibited similar price action.  Note how, just prior to the upside exit, 
both markets consolidated new highs within the two rebound lines.  The live hogs opened a gap 
upon exit while the Swiss franc turned in an expanded range.  Both indicated trend acceleration.  
Note also how both markets' ranges expanded as ownership rotated from strong hands to weak, 
thus completing the trend top. 
 
Once the uptrend extreme was passed, prices returned to the old channel that still had residual 
influence.  Live hogs prices plunged all the way to the old uptrend line before reflexively 
recovering to chop around the old channel's rebound lines.  The Swiss franc first consolidated 
around the old channel topline, completed its break to the old uptrend line and finally reflexively 
bounced back to the rebound line area.  Once the reflex rally from the uptrend line to the rebound 
line area occurred, both markets weakened toward the old uptrend line and were unable to 
recover:  trends turned down. 
 
Both examples above illustrate that markets in the late stages of uptrends often trade in well-
defined channel equilibrium conditions until a final acceleration causes an unsustainable exit from 
the channel prior to a reversal in trend.  That brings us to our final chart that has certain 
similarities with those above:  a weekly continuation chart of Comex gold.   
 



 
 
Uptrend development in gold from 2009 on, seen in the chart above, has aspects of both the live 
hogs and the Swiss franc chart examples.  After a straightforward A – A’ advance and 
retracement, the low at B provided a point from which to draw a potential uptrend line.  
Subsequent lows at B1 and B2, similar to live hogs, corroborated the uptrend line.  The overall up 
channel was not confirmed until the long upside reach into mid-2011 was stopped at point B’ by 
the potential rebound line drawn from point A’.  Not long after that new highs above point B’ 
featured only minor consolidation within the two rebound lines and then upside range expansion 
occurred as the market exited the channel.  Weekly price ranges were exceptionally large.  Once 
the 2011 peak was passed prices dropped briefly into the old up channel then bounced to spend 
substantial time in and around the rebound lines area, similar to Swiss franc behavior, before 
late-2011 weakness provided the test of the channel’s uptrend line.  Prices have rallied sharply 
into the rebound line area (approximately $1725 – 1805). 
 
The above gold chart and its channel do not provide an exact replication of the historic live hogs 
chart/channel or of the recent Swiss franc chart/channel.  However, the similarities are there to be 
seen: the exit upside exit from the channel with attendant range expansion, the break back into 
the channel, albeit not as unequivocal as in the live hogs and Swiss franc, the test of the 
underlying uptrend line and finally the current snap rally back to the old channel top area.  Those 
developments are all reasons to be on the alert as regards potential short- to intermediate-term 
price behavior in gold that would further conform to our example markets. 
 
Because weekly momentum recently turned positive (discussed in our January analysis) we 
would be surprised to see any significant deterioration in that backdrop before early or mid-
March.  However, our expectations for more uptrend development would be shaken by price 
action that turns equivocal, i.e. choppy two-sided consolidation, during the remainder of February 
and early March. Price action the week just ended (February 3, 2012) established a negative top 
reversal range at the upper rebound line.  Outright price weakness into the high-$1600s that 
builds on that negative reversal action would be further cause for concern but our underlying 
threshold regarding uptrend damage is still $1630. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex futures may have been extrapolated from prices in the 
first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or electronic data that occurs after official exchange 
hours. 
 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc. 
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